Registration Form for the 2013 Elections of SPIUS

Student Parliament of International University of Sarajevo - It's You.

Criteria for candidacy (SPA-34/13)
Each IUS student who provides following conditions can be candidate:

- Having acquired at least 30 ECTS and have at most 180 ECTS for undergraduate students only,
- Those who have other nationalities than BiH, have to have residence permit,
- Those who are in ELS, have to be a student of at least level 2 and up.

Name and Surname:

Study Program and Faculty:

Current acquired ECTS or Level for ELS:

Do you have residence permit?:
(for other nationalities than BiH)

Email Address:

Mobile Phone:

Signature

This is to be filled by Election Commission as to whether the candidate satisfy the criteria for candidacy.

☐ Accepted

☐ Rejected (Reason:.............................................................................................................................................)